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JKV residents Ava Janes, David Haun and Ouida Perry ind themselves immersed in hundreds of hand-crafted
teddy bears destined for children campers at Camp Boggy Creek.

T

he stage at the John
Knox Village Centre
Gazette Contributor
Auditorium was overcrowded, as hundreds
of hand-crafted teddy bears sat at attention awaiting
their inal preparation and destination. The teddy
bears were eagerly anticipating their long trip to
Camp Boggy Creek in Eustis, FL, where each will be
adopted by a new young girl or boy companion in the
coming months.
The teddy bear creation is a mission of love, kindness and dedication by a group of JKV residents
and employees: To assure that every young attendee
at Camp Boggy Creek will have a close friend to
Marty Lee

NSU Art Museum .......... 10

snuggle and hug while at camp, and to take with them
when they return to their homes.

A Camp For Seriously Ill Kids
According to the Camp Boggy Creek website
(www.boggycreek.org), the camp is: “A place of
dreams, of joy, of possibilities. A camp where children with serious illnesses and their families can
forget the word ‘no’ for a little while and embrace
the promise of ‘yes’.”
“Camp Boggy Creek was founded in 1996 by
Paul Newman and Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
with one simple premise in mind, that every child,
See “Teddy Bears” On Page 2
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The Long And Continuing Travels Of Voyager 1 And Voyager 2

H

umanity’s farthest and longest-lived spacecrafts, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2, have achieved more than 40 years of operation and exploraGazette Contributor
tion. Despite their vast distances from their home planet, they astonishingly,
continue to communicate with NASA daily. Voyager 1 left the Solar System
in 2012 and continues to travel through the vastness of interstellar space. In 40,000 years, Voyager 1 will
be closer to a star named AC +79 3888, than it will be to our own Sun.
The story of Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 has excited and impacted, not only the scientiic community,
but also ired the imaginations of Earth’s cultural community including ilm, art and music. Each Voyager carries messages to the stars from Earth’s children contained on Golden Records with sounds,
photos, illustrations, music and voices should the spacecraft encounter extraterrestrial life in their travels
through the Universe.
The dawn of the Voyager program, which was named the “Grand Tour” came about during an Eureka
moment on the scale of Newton’s gravity apple.
See “Voyagers” On Page 4
Nona Smith
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The Grand Tour To Interstellar Space

The Golden Record sent with Voyager 1 & 2. Greetings to the Universe from planet Earth.
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Sewing And Crating Stufed Bears For Camp Boggy Creek Kids
From “Teddy Bears” On Page 1

no matter their illness, could experience the
transformational spirit and friendships that go
hand in hand with camp.
“With unobtrusive expert medical care, it
was their dream that Camp would provide seriously ill children with a fun-illed experience
deined by compassion, laughter and acceptance.
“Since 1996, Camp Boggy Creek has made
it possible for children with serious illnesses to
enjoy a camp experience in a safe, medically
sound environment. Located just a short drive
from Orlando, FL, the 232-acre camp serves
children aged seven to 16 who’ve been diagnosed with chronic or life-threatening condiHolly Powell, David and Twylah Haun with teddy bears ready to ship to Camp Boggy Creek.
tions.
“Camp Boggy Creek never charges camp“In response to the picture, our youngest
to accomplish their incredible record. “I got
ers to attend and never asks them to contribute
the needle at age 4 and started using the sewanything other than a positive, playful attitude.” daughter Nicki said: ‘I could make bears’ and
David added, ‘I could make a hundred bears.’” ing machine at 7. My mother and grandmother
How The Teddy Bear Story Began
David advertised the project at JKV, asking
taught me,” Liz said.
for volunteers to help. He bought the pattern
To fully understand the story of the teddy
and began to cut out the fabric for each of 268
bear creations, you must learn of the birth, development and adoption of each and every bear. bears during the 2014 winter season. He packaged them to send to a network of JKV resiThe idea was irst hatched by JKV residents
Twylah and David Haun. The concept was irst dent volunteers who sewed, stuffed and handstitched to complete each bear.
presented to them by a family member, more
From that start, the program has expanded
than ive years ago.
and
for the past four years, all the bears created
“Breanna, our granddaughter, volunteered one
summer during college at the Victory Junction have been donated to Camp Boggy Creek.
The circle of volunteers set forth their plan
Serious Fun Network camp in North Carolina,”
to
create a family of 1,000 teddy bears for the
Twylah said. “We visited the gift shop on site
beneit of Boggy Creek campers.
and saw a photo of a woman in a wheelchair
“We had 57 volunteers on our core team,”
who made 100 teddy bears for the medically
David Haun told The Gazette. “The team cut,
challenged children who attended camp.
machine-sewed, stuffed and hand-stitched
each bear. Plus, we had another 30 to 40 more
volunteers who helped in other ways. I would
guess that around 10 percent of John Knox
Village contributed to the effort in some way.”
The tireless effort of volunteers like JKV resident
Contributions included inancial support
Ouida Perry, helped create 1,274 teddy bears.
from the John Knox Village Rotary Club and
the Sharing and Caring Fund of the John Knox
With such inspiring efforts, the project team
Village Foundation.
worked diligently to reach its goal of 1,000
“There were so many people involved, that
teddy bears. When David Haun announced the
it is dificult to mention them all,” David said.
inal tally, he said that the goal of 1,000 had not
“However, there were two very inspirational
been achieved. With a glint of self-deprecating
ladies who put forth an exceptional effort.
humor for which David is famous, he added the
They were JKV resident Ouida Perry and JKV following: “We actually created 1,274 teddy
staff member (Maintenance Dispatcher), Liz
bears for Camp Boggy Creek.”
Talatinian.” The dynamic duo team created
Well done volunteers. Camp Boggy Creek
more than 330 Teddy Bears for the effort.”
will soon have 1,274 additional partners to add
Liz has been sewing since she was a young
more love for each and every young camper in
JKV staff member Liz Talatinian snuggles with
girl, so she came to the effort with all the
the coming months.
two of the many teddy bears she helped create.
necessary skills and tools to work with Ouida

Book Review

All the Stars in
the Heavens
By: Adriana Trigiani

N

ew York Times
bestselling
Gazette Contributor
author Adriana Trigiani’s novel, “All
the Stars in the Heavens,” is largely based on
the life of the glamorous Hollywood actress
Loretta Young and the Italian girl Alda Ducci,
who became her secretary and closest friend.
The story begins when Alda, a pregnant
teenager, seeks refuge at St. Elizabeth’s Infant Hospital where, after having a stillborn
son, becomes a postulant in training. After a
number of years, the Mother Superior of this
Catholic home for unwed mothers, decides
that Alda is not well-suited for this work.
Looking for employment, she is hired by
Gladys Belzer as an assistant to her daughter Gretchen, better known as the movie star
Loretta Young. This will be the beginning of
an extremely close relationship between Alda
and Loretta that will last a lifetime.
Although Alda’s primary responsibility is
answering Miss Young’s copious fan mail,
which increases as Loretta’s star rises, her
more signiicant role is as conidant and companion to Loretta on her many movie locations. It will be the frigid and snow-swept Mt.
Donna DeLeo Bruno

Baker in Washington state, the setting for the
ilm “The Call of the Wild,” that will signiicantly alter the lives of both women.
Here Loretta will fall deeply in love with
her co-star, matinee idol, Clark Gable, and
Alda will ind a husband, Luca Chetta, who
can forgive her past. Trigiani, the author, is
adept at conveying both the intense passion
and deep conlict of both couples. In the passion case, Gable is a married man and Loretta
a devout Catholic. In the conlict case, Chetta
is an old-fashioned Italian who is shocked to
learn that the girl he loves is not a virgin.
The book is peppered with the names of
many former Hollywood greats who have a
peripheral role in the story – movie idol David Niven who becomes Loretta’s staunchest
supporter; Carole Lombard, one of Gable’s
ive wives; Spencer Tracy, Loretta’s irst love;
Myrna Loy, Rosalind Russell, Merle Oberon,
etc. I am not a great fan of Trigiani, but I must
say that this recent novel held my interest.
Although her writing style is mediocre, in
this one she has captured, through her dialogue, the clever repartee for which Young,
Niven, and Gable were well-known. She also
infuses them with a realness – authenticity – humanness. Despite their celebrity, she
depicts these characters as quite ordinary
people struggling with common problems:
insecurity, fear of rejection and abandonment,
concern about loss of jobs and income, desire
to achieve, concern for family.
Although labeled a novel, this is very much
a true story of real people with great talent
but also foibles and weaknesses like everyone
else. If you are a fan of the silver screen in
its early days, as am I, you are likely to enjoy
this book.

Donna DeLeo Bruno is a retired teacher of
Literature and Writing. Donna spends summers
in Rhode Island and contributes book reviews
to four local newspapers, and winters in
Ft. Lauderdale. Donna is a member of the
John Knox Village Silver Scribers group,
guiding authors in publishing their books as
part of the Senior Connection Club.
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In Good Taste: Simple, Yet Elegant,
Swordish Recipe’s Quite The Catch
A

ny ish
cooked
Gazette Contributor
in the style of
Veracruz is a
simple—and
simply delicious—dish
that comes
together in
under 30
minutes and
works with
virtually any
type of ish.
For John
Knox Village
Executive
Chef Mark
John Knox Village
Gullusci,
Executive Chef Mark Gullusci
swordish is
his ish of choice when preparing meals for
residents at the popular life plan retirement
community in Pompano Beach.
Chef Mark’s list of ingredients reads more
like they originated from around the Mediterranean rather than the Gulf of Mexico. But,
as the recipe’s name implies, it is a regional
specialty from the southeastern Mexican state
of Veracruz.
A coastal community, Veracruz is known
for its abundant seafood and rich culinary
history, heavily inluenced for more than 500
years, since Hernan Cortes established the
irst Spanish colony there.
Rob Seitz
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Try this
exciting
recipe with
swordish,
then with
other ish
and see if
you, your
friends
and family won’t be
saying “muy
deliciosa”
again and
again.

Chef Mark’s Recipe Serves 6:
• Kosher salt and black pepper
to season ish
• 6 swordish steak ilets
(about 6 ounces each)
• 4 tbsp. vegetable oil
• 1 cup diced Spanish onion
• 1 can diced tomatoes in juice
• ½ cup tomato sauce
• 1 cup sliced stuffed queen olives
• ½ cup capers
• 1 tbsp. chopped lat leaf parsley
• 4 cloves garlic minced
• 1 tbsp. chopped oregano leaves
• 1 tsp. thyme leaves
• ¼ tsp. ground black pepper

Method Of Preparation:
Brush swordish steaks with 2 tbsp. oil and
season with salt and pepper. Set aside.
In a pot, heat 2 tbsp. oil, add garlic and
lightly brown over medium heat, add onions
and sauté 5 minutes until onions are translucent. Add herbs and cook 1 minute to bring
out fragrances. Add remaining ingredients and
simmer 15 minutes.
Heat grill and clean, spray with non-stick
spray and grill ish ilets on one side for about
2 minutes, depending on thickness.
If using a probe thermometer ish will be
cooked at 145 degrees internally. Serve with
Veracruz sauce on ish.
Try Chef Gullusci’s ine cuisine for yourself, and plan a visit to John Knox Village.
Call (954) 783-4040 to arrange a tour.

Exploring South Florida On Brightline
JKV Residents Travel The Brightline Route From West Palm Beach To Ft. Lauderdale To Miami

A

nyone who has
lived in the metGazette Contributor
ropolitan areas of the
Northeast, knows how
vital mass transit is to the cities of Boston, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, D.C. and all
the communities in between.
In our area, Tri-Rail, operated by the South
Florida Regional Transportation Authority,
has been a commuting option with stops at
18 stations in Palm Beach, Broward and Dade
Counties. The newly introduced Brightline
system is a privately funded effort linking only
the three city centers of West Palm Beach, Ft.
Lauderdale and Miami through fast biofueled
commuter trains.
A large group of 49 John Knox Village
residents recently enjoyed an introductory
South Florida tour on the Brightline train. They
experienced the eficient new system designed
to comfortably transport commuters from city
center to city center.
Brightline is the new commuter effort of
Florida East Coast Industries. The company’s
website (www.feci.com) relects a vision for:
“A new express train service that is reinvigorating a century old railway to connect the cities of Miami, Ft. Lauderdale and West Palm
Beach, with a Phase Two expansion to Orlando. Our modern, soaring stations are located
near places you want to be, and connect you to
commuter trains, buses and rideshare options
that will get you where want to go.”
All three stations on the Brightline system
Marty Lee

The biofueled Brightline trains connect West Palm Beach, Ft. Lauderdale and Miami.

are located in the heart of each city center. Miami’s station is within walking distance of the
American Airlines Arena, home of the Miami
Heat, and The Freedom Tower, designated a
U.S. National Historic Landmark, for its role in
hosting services for processing Cubans leeing
to Florida.
The Ft. Lauderdale station is located in the
vibrant downtown area, within walking distance of the Museum of Discovery and Science,
the Broward Center for the Performing Arts,
NSU Art Museum Fort Lauderdale and more.
In West Palm Beach, Brightline’s station is
located just blocks from the
Government Center, Clematis
District and CityPlace. Taking
the Brightline north is a great
way to attend an afternoon
show at the Kravis Center for
the Performing Arts.
Tricia Young, a Life Enrichment Coordinator at John
Knox Village, planned the
outing for Village residents and
said, “When I started at John
Knox in March, several residents said that they would like
to ride the Brightline. All three
stations in South Florida were
open. My irst thought was to
JKV residents illed the Brightline car to capacity, as they
enjoyed a tour of South Florida via the new rail line.
go to one of the stations and go

somewhere, but the more I thought about it, I
thought that the residents would enjoy getting
an overview and to be able to see all the South
Florida stations and have more time on the
trains and in the stations.
“I could not get over the friendliness and
attentiveness of the Brightline staff. They were
so eager to help in any way. In Miami, there
was a walk from the train to the lounge area
and they had wheelchairs for us to use.”
JKV resident Sam Townsend enjoyed his
irst trip on Brightline. Having ridden trains
often in his younger years between Indianapolis and Chicago, Sam is well-acquainted with
the long legacy of rail travel. “The trip was
smooth, and the equipment was new, modern,
clean and very quiet. The Brightline staff was
very professional and accommodating.”
Tony and Lyn Walk are also John Knox
Village residents, who joined in the Brightline
ride. Lyn knows a few things about both customer service and comfort in transportation,
having worked as a stewardess in the ‘70s and
later as a train operator for BART (Bay Area
Rapid Transit in San Francisco). “The Brightline service is great. The customer service
at each station – all new, decorated in bright
colors – is over the top.”
For information on Brightline, the schedule and transportation pricing please visit the
company’s website at www. gobrightline.com.
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Cherish The Pale Blue Dot, The Only Home We’ve Ever Known. – Carl Sagan
From “Voyagers” On Page 1

In 1961, a 25-year-old mathematics graduate, Michael Minovitch igured out how to
surf the gravitational assist of the planets to
sling-shot a spacecraft across the Solar System
without using a drop of propellant. He discovered an extraordinary way to reduce the time
and energy needed to reach the remote planets
at the edge of the Solar System and beyond.
In 1964, Gary Flandro of the NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) was assigned the
task of exploring the outer planets of the Solar
System and picked up on Minovitch’s research.
He found that a favorable cosmic alignment
occurred only once every 176 years, and plotted a course that made eficient use of the
gravitational gains. Under this alignment, the
time needed to visit Jupiter and Saturn could be
halved, while Uranus and Neptune were reachable in a third of the time of a direct route.

attention, constant testing
and redundancy.
Each of the spacecraft
would be dominated
by a 12-foot diameter
high-gain antenna dish
and equipped with three
booms and whip antennas housing 10 scientiic
instruments and generators. The next task was
to name the two space
travelers. “Navigator”
was a potential name, but
a NASA-run competition
found “Voyager” as the
most popular.

The Voyager
Journeys Begin

On Aug. 20, 1977,
Voyager 2 left Earth
After exhaustively plotting various elliptihitched to a Titan rocket
cal longitudes, Flandro realized all the Solar
to begin its historic
System planets could be visited by only one or journey into the cosmos.
two missions! He calculated that the planets:
Oddly enough, the VoyJupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune were goagers were launched in
ing to align along a favorable elliptic plane in
a backward sequence, as
the late 1970s and early 1980s. The seeds were Voyager 1 followed on a
sown for what NASA would call the “Grand
slightly different trajecTour” – an ambitious program of space explo- tory, on Sept. 5, 1977.
ration skipping from one planet to another.
As Voyager 1 left Earth’s
After considerable research and study, fund- orbit, the onboard camera
ing was approved for the mission program.
took an iconic photo of
NASA’s Voyager 2 spacecraft launched atop its Titan/Centaur-7 launch
Flandro suggested launch dates of September
Earth and Moon from
vehicle from Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in Florida on Aug. 20, 1977,
1977, October 1978 and November 1979.
7 million miles away!
at 10:29 a.m. local time. Image source: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
Almost immediately a mission design was
This is the irst time our
inders in a very distinct way. On board each
initiated. Concern arose from the trajectory
planet and moon were
Voyager was a 12-inch gold-plated copper disk
that would bring the spacecraft too close to the seen in a single shot from a spacecraft.
called the Golden Record; illed with photos of
rings of Saturn and the risk of damage from
On their journeys through the solar sysEarth and its people, recorded greetings in 55
ring debris. JPL engineer
tem, the two spacecrafts
languages, a montage of natural sounds and 90
James Long developed a
racked up many irsts,
minutes of music. The disks’ protective sleeves
viable plan for two Grand
and greatly added to our
“Now, Voyager,
are etched with diagrams and binary codes
Tour lights: One launchknowledge of the planets.
sail
thou
forth,
needed for play instructions. On the surface of
ing in August 1977 and a
Voyager 1 came as close
to
seek
and
ind.
”
second to begin its journey
as 128,500 miles to Jupiter the sleeves was the location of the Sun in relation to 14 known pulsars. The packages held
afterwards, on a slightly
and took stunning photos
– Walt Whitman,
ultra-pure samples of the isotope uranium-238
different trajectory.
of
the
equatorial
storms,
Leaves of Grass
allowing the age of the Voyagers to be deterWell before the Voyagthe Great Red Spot, and
mined by advanced civilizations.
ers’ funding approval, JPL
discovered faint, dusty
NASA invited two astronomers, experienced
began a three-year program called TOPS to
rings around the giant. On November 12,
with sending physical messages into space,
identify what would be required for the Grand 1980 on a lyby of Saturn, new rings, gaps
Tour mission, and estimate realistic perforbetween the rings and the irst shepherd moons to help with the contents of the disk. They
were the famed astrophysicist Carl Sagan and
mance, costs and scheduling. This included
were discovered. On Feb. 17, 1998, Voyager
SETI founder Frank Drake. The pair and their
the fabrication of systems built for long time
1 overtook Pioneer 10 to become the most
team, which included artists, historians, folkspans, and the addition of a nuclear power
distant man-made object in space. It was 69
source. Once all calculations and budgets were AU (Astronomical Unit = 93-million miles per lorists, authors and musicologists, suggested
an ambitious message for the Voyager probes
approved, a handful of scientists from around
unit) from Earth.
including Sagan’s six-year-old son recording
the world were selected to help build the payGolden
Messages
To
The
Stars
in English, “Greetings from the children of the
load instruments.
planet Earth.”
Actual fabrication started in 1975. Each
One day, perhaps millions of years from
spacecraft was custom-built and testing was
now, extraterrestrials might ind an old spaceCarl Sagan’s Pale Blue Dot
continuous. Since all hazards were not known, ship far from its home, the nuclear power
Earlier in the mission, on Valentine’s Day
and the fact that repairs were not possible in
source long gone and its antennas silent. Yet
1990, at Sagan’s request, NASA commanded
deep space, engineers had to work with close
the spacecraft could communicate with its
its Voyager 1 spacecraft to turn its camera back
towards Earth to photograph an image that
came to be known as the Pale Blue Dot: The
most distant image of Earth ever taken. The
picture became an inspiration, as one of the
most famous photos of Earth ever taken from
space.
In presenting that iconic photo, Sagan
famously said, “That’s us. On it everyone you
love, everyone you know, everyone you ever
heard of, every human being who ever was,
lived out their lives. The aggregate of our joy
and suffering, thousands of conident religions,
ideologies, and economic doctrines, every
hunter and forager, every hero and coward,
every creator and destroyer of civilization,
every king and peasant, every young couple in
love, every mother and father, hopeful child,
inventor and explorer, every teacher of morals, every corrupt politician, every “superstar,”
every “supreme leader,” every saint and sinner
in the history of our species lived there – on a
mote of dust suspended in a sunbeam.”
Sagan ended his statement with these words,
“To me, it underscores our responsibility to
deal more kindly with one another, and to
preserve and cherish the pale blue dot, the only
home we’ve ever known.”

Extraordinary Launch Opportunity

This archival photo shows engineers working on NASA’s Voyager 2 spacecraft on March 23, 1977.
Image Source: NASA/JPL-Caltech.
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Join Us At John Knox Village
For These September Events
Join JKV Staf And Residents
For a Lunch and Learn on Tuesday,
September 11 at 10:30 a.m. Meet in
The Woodlands Life Enrichment Center
You are invited to learn about John Knox Village and enjoy a delightful lunch. Learn about the beneits of a life plan continuing care retirement
community, then take a tour of the lush, tropical 70-acre campus and visit
several newly renovated one and two-bedroom models. Experience the John
Knox lifestyle irst-hand and meet Village residents who will be happy to
answer all your questions.
Call the Marketing Department (954) 783-4040 for reservations.

Learn How to Publish Your Memoirs
on Thursday, September 20
• Silver Scribers Book Class at 11 a.m.
• Digital Photo Class at 1 p.m.
Join our group of Silver Scribers – budding authors who are publishing their
autobiographies, short stories and poetry. Have you ever wanted to write your
autobiography or collection of short stories, but have no idea how to proceed,
prepare the book, design the cover and get it printed? Join our Silver Scribers
and we’ll take over the technical publishing of your life story.
Want to learn about your digital camera? Bring your camera with you.
Meet in the Cassels Tower Party Room at John Knox Village.
Call to reserve your place for the classes (954) 783-4040.

Plan to Join Us at John Knox Village
For Active Aging Week
September 24 – 28
Begun in 2003 by the International Council on Active Aging® (ICAA), Active Aging
Week takes place each year during the last
week of September. This will be no exception at John Knox Village beginning the
week of Sept. 24.
Chockful of uplifting and inspiring activities for the body, mind and spirit, there are
many events in which outside guests can
participate. Be sure to join us for our Interactive Wellness Fair on Wednesday, Sept.
26 starting at 9 a.m. in our Village Centre
Auditorium. Stick around for a 2:15 p.m.
discussion on Healthy Eating and Active
Living followed by a Cook-Off led by JKV
Executive Chef Mark Gullusci. At 6:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Sept. 27 take part in the closJKV Executive Chef Mark Gullusci will ing ceremony of the Village’s year-long
lead a Cook-Off on Sept. 26.
celebration of its 50th Anniversary.
Throughout the week there will be guest
lecturers as well as workshops on John Knox Village’s exclusive Train Your Brain
program—all itting within the year’s theme of “Inspiring Wellness.”
To learn more visit our website at www.JohnKnoxVillage.com. To RSVP for
any event contact the Marketing Department at (954) 783-4040.

Join us for guest lecturers and workshops on our exclusive
Train Your Brain program.

web JohnKnoxVillage.com
JohnKnoxVillage

Crossword Puzzle Of The Month
ACROSS
1. Woman’s Work
Basket
5. Laughter sounds
8. Polish border river
12. Arrow poison
13. Edible root
14. Killer (suf.)
15. Slushy ice
16. School course (abbr.)
17. Ancient Gr. city
18. Hog’s guts
20. Mate of Adam
22. Mulberry of India
23. Carriage
24. Franchise
28. Book of maps
32. Antiaircraft artillery
(abbr.)
33. Royal Air Force
(abbr.)

35.
36.
39.
42.
44.
45.
48.
52.
53.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Altar constellation
Avifaunae
Import
Right (Lat.)
Camel hair cloth
Fearful
Fitted garment
Applaud
Amer. Expeditionary
Forces (abbr)
Cranial nerves
Cloak
Hawaiian ish
Above (Ger.)
Ivory (Lat.)
To or from a
distance (pref.)
Withered

DOWN
1. Son of Ham
2. Samoan port
3. Singlng voice
4. Square-cut stone
5. Stableman
6. Atl. Coast
Conference (abbr.)
7. Canvas
8. Spotted cat
9. Port. Timor’s capital
10. Blue-pencil
11. Hebrew letter
19. Sup
21. Mountain on Crete
24. Vehicle
compartment
25. Yellow Sea arm
26. Rhine tributary
27. Pack down
29. Indo-Chin. language

30.
31.
34.
37.
38.
40.
41.
43.
45.
46.
47.
49.
50.
51.
54.

Scot. alder tree
Wilt
Dire
Didy
Sub (pref.)
Presidential
nickname
Mole
State (Ger.)
Land measure
Amorphous mass
Ryukyu Islands
viper
Gooseberry
Elbe tributary
Laugh (Fr.)
Barely get by

Answers On Page 11.
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CALL TODAY & LEARN HOW
YOU CAN ENJOY UP TO $60,000
THIS SUMMER*
3 WAYS TO SAVE!
Reserve your John Knox Village apartment home or villa with
platinum package upgrades. Save BIG on your entrance fees,
monthly service fees, PLUS your moving expenses. The sooner
you act, the bigger your summertime savings! Not only will you
be saving beach buckets of cash, you will enjoy an unsurpassed
lifestyle that includes the peace of mind that comes with John
Knox Village’s unmatched all-inclusive lifetime of life care.

KEEP YOUR COOL ON FUN
SUMMER SAVINGS

$6o,ooo
OFF OUR FINEST HOMES!

1
2
3

SAVE up to $40K
on your entrance fees!
Save Settle By
$40K September 30th
$30K October 31st
SAVE up to $15K on
your monthly fees!*
*Calculated up to 120 days!
SAVE $5K on the cost
of your moving expenses.
We will connect you with
a personal move manager,
a trusted house downsizer,
a real estate agent referral
and even reimburse you up
to $5K in moving expenses
with our “Ready Set Go!”
package.

Variety of
Designer Finishes

Unmatched
Life Care Services

24/7 Gated
Security

Maintenance-Free
Living

Amenities

Act now, because just like Summer,
these Savings won’t last forever!

(954) 783-4040
*Offer good on select designer-ready apartment or villa homes.

651 SW 6th Street
Pompano Beach, FL 33060

web JohnKnoxVillage.com
JohnKnoxVillage

John Knox Village is committed to compliance with all federal, state and local fair housing laws. It is our policy to offer senior living to those that qualify without regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, familial status, or handicap. The employees of John Knox Village have a legal obligation to treat each individual in a consistent and equally fair manner. In order to assist you with your decision
on your new home, we are providing a list of guidelines used to qualify residents for tenancy in our community. Please note that this is our current rental/ownership criteria; nothing contained in these requirements
shall constitute a guarantee or representation by John Knox Village that all residents and occupants currently residing at the community have met these requirements. There may be residents and occupants that
have resided the community prior to these requirements going into effect. Additionally, our ability to verify whether these requirements have been met is limited to the information we receive from various credit
and screening services used.
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From Music To Dance To Theatre: Check Out This Month’s Events
Events listed were current at press time, however are subject to
change. Contact each venue for the latest information.

September 1 & 2
When A Baby Cries:
Theatre South
Pompano Beach Cultural Center
50 W. Atlantic Blvd.
Pompano Beach. FL 33060
(954) 545-7800
www.ccpompano.org
2 & 7 p.m. Tickets $28

Answers On Page 11.
September 15
Lost 80’s Live
Pompano Beach Ampitheatre
1806 NE 6th Street
Pompano Beach, Florida 33060
(561) 223-7231
www.theamppompano.org
7:30 p.m. Tickets from $29.50

September 7
K. D. Lang Anniversary Tour
Au-Rene Theater at The
Broward Center
for the Performing Arts
201 Southwest 5th Avenue
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33312
(954) 462-0222
www.browardcenter.org
8 p.m. Tickets from $30
September 10
09/11 Remembrance,
Recognition and Celebration
Pompano Beach Cultural Center
50 W. Atlantic Blvd.
Pompano Beach. FL 33060
(954) 545-7800
www.ccpompano.org
7 p.m. Free to the public
but must have a ticket.
Call (954) 786-4111 for tickets.

September 28
Violinist Lucia Micarelli
Parker Playhouse
707 NE 8th St.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33304
(954) 462-0222
www.browardcenter.org
8 p.m. Tickets from $27.25
Friday Nights In September
Soundwaves
Where the Beach Meets the
Boulevard at Las Olas and A1A
Enjoy music and fun at the beach.
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33304
www.fridaynightsoundwaves.com
6 - 9 p.m. Free Admission

Free Asset Protection? Sign Me Up!
Kaley N. Barbera, J.D., LL.M.
Gazette Contributor

Kaley N. Barbera

T

enancy
by the
Entirety
(“TBE”) is
a special
form of
joint ownership that
the State
of Florida
(and only
a handful
of other
states)
recognizes
between
spouses,
which
provides a
good deal
of asset
protection for
the marital
unit.

How To Create TBE
There are six required characteristics that
tenancy by the entireties property must have,
which include:
a) Unity of Possession (joint ownership/
control);
b) Unity of Interest (identical interests);
c) Unity of Title (interests must originate in
same instrument);
d) Unity of Time (interests must commence
simultaneously);
e) Survivorship; and
f) Unity of marriage (must be married at
time property titled in joint names).
The practical effect of TBE ownership is
to essentially grant each spouse an undivided
right to the whole asset. Each spouse owns
a 100 percent ownership interest in the same
asset. As peculiar as that sounds, it actually
provides a signiicant layer of asset protection
from creditors. The result being that a creditor
of one spouse cannot reach the assets owned
100 percent by the other spouse, leaving the
asset(s) unreachable by the creditor. There are
a few exceptions to this rule, the most notable
being a joint creditor of both spouses.

How It Works
Take for example a married baseball coach
who works in Florida and is sued by a disgruntled fan or player (“the creditor”) and the baseball coach and spouse have a Joint Investment
Account held as TBE. The creditor attempts to

make a claim
on that joint
investment
account, but
is stopped
in his or her
tracks, because that account is held
as TBE with
the baseball coach’s
spouse, and
that spouse
is not a party
to that creditor’s claim or
action. The
account is therefore protected, because the unit
of ownership, being TBE, has insulated it from
the creditor’s grasp.

Real Property
Florida case law supports the presumption
that any real property owned by spouses is
owned as tenants by the entirety, unless the
deed speciies otherwise. See First National
Bank of Leesburg v. Hector Supply Co., 254
So.2d 777 (Fla. 1971). However this speciic
line of cases is relevant only to real property
(real estate), not intangible assets.

Bank Accounts And Other Personal
Property
Section 655.79 (1), Florida Statutes, states
that any deposit account or account made in the
name of two persons who are spouses shall be
presumed to be tenancy by the entirety unless
otherwise speciied in writing. One Florida
Supreme Court case held that the existence of
the spouses’ names together on bank accounts
and other intangible personal property was
enough to create a rebuttable presumption that
the property was held as tenants by the entireties and the burden to prove otherwise rested
with the creditor (Beal Bank, SSB v. Almand &
Associates, 780 So.2d 45 (Fla. 2001)). Based
on Florida case law, the presumption of tenancy by the entireties applies to property such
as stock certiicates, bank accounts and tangible
personal property as long as both spouses have
their names on the title and appear to have
complied with the six unity characteristics
speciied above.

Too Good To Be True?
As good as the Florida case law sounds, in
practice it is often recommended to actually
add, “TBE,” or “Tenants by Entirety,” or “By
Entirety,” to the title of the accounts so as to

show evidence that the account is intended to
be held as tenants by the entireties rather than
rely on case law.

Conclusion
If there is a creditor concern, either now or
in the future, TBE is a way in which Florida
married couples can insulate their assets from a
creditor coming after one spouse.
For additional information regarding this article or to ask questions to this writer to be addressed in future articles in The Gazette, please
submit all questions to Kaley Barbera, Esq. at
Kaley@snyderlawpa.com.
The above information was provided solely
for information purposes. An estate and tax plan
for an individual may or may not contain the
documents or ideas discussed, above. We highly
suggest that you seek the professional advice of a
specialist in this ield to determine the appropriate
estate plan for your situation.

Kaley N. Barbera is a senior associate at the
law irm of Snyder & Snyder, P.A. in Davie,
FL, where she concentrates on estate planning
with an emphasis on special needs planning,
art succession planning focusing on how to
transfer art, artifacts and collectibles in a tax
eficient manner, estate administration and
trust administration. She is a member of both
The Florida and the New York Bar. Kaley is
a graduate of the University of Miami, where
she received her Bachelor’s degree in English
Literature and her J.D. from New York Law
School. She also earned her LL.M. in estate
planning from the University of Miami Law
School. You can email your questions for
Kaley to Kaley@snyderlawpa.com.

web JohnKnoxVillage.com
JohnKnoxVillage
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The Doctor Is In
Christopher Jacobs: The Making Of A Scientist

B

y the time
this comes
Gazette Contributor
out, I will have
read it at my
son’s memorial
service. I don’t
usually write
about personal
events, but this
one may have
some general
interest. My son,
Christopher
Jacobs, passed
away a short
time ago, at the
age of 53.
Dr. Roberta Gilbert
How is it that
some people seem to come into life with a
purpose from the beginning? How does that
work? I am left with many memories, many
of which seem to conirm his ultimate destiny,
even from an early age.
Dr. Roberta Gilbert

Some Of A Mom’s Musings
A few years ago, my mother told me that
one day, when Chris was about four, she was
taking him and his baby brother Greg for a
walk with the baby carriage. Chris was walking along, but often would stop to blow air
into the metal tubing of the carriage. Then
he would run around to the other side to take
a look. Perplexed, my mother inally asked,
“Chris, what are you doing?” He replied, “I
am trying to see where the wind goes.” The
irst inkling of the scientiic curiosity that
would drive him for a lifetime.

As a young boy, Chris Jacobs was curious as to
how things worked.

Later, when he learned to read, his favorite
book was “The Way Things Work.” He would
curl up with it, absorbed.
In junior high school, he frequented the
nearby Radio Shack. A new thing called a

computer came in. Chris unpacked it and
taught himself to use it. The store owner assured me it was okay for him to be there as
long as he got up when a customer arrived. I
guess he did, because he seemed to learn a lot
about computing.
In high school, the computer class teacher
quickly recognized that Chris knew more
about computers than he did, so he put him in
charge of the junior high computer lab. I saw
his academic career take off at that point.
In those same teen age years, his father, a
surgeon (internationally recognized for his
academic presence and for the invention of
the “J Rod” for the correction of scoliosis),
put Chris in charge of the computers in his
ofice. This position put Chris in touch with
surgeons and biomedical engineers from all
over the world as he traveled to academic
meetings with his father. He also had meaningful friendships with the engineers in the
lab. Chris said he did not want to become an
MD. This was because he did not think the
practice of medicine was as scientiically accurate as engineering.
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atmosphere. But that doesn’t go quite far
enough according to Chris’s own evaluation,
(the one about not wanting to be an MD).
Epigenetics? My mom always said I had
more questions as a tot than anyone had
answers. That doesn’t go far enough either. I
once became excited about epigenetics from
a lecture I had attended. I tried to explain it to
Chris, but he let me know my understanding
was extremely faulty, correcting and putting
me on the right track.

Love Of Science And Outdoors
We don’t understand Chris, if we don’t
understand his love of the outdoors. His dad,
too, loved hiking up and down mountains,
skiing and driving around places he didn’t
know. Chris loved all that, especially skiing,
and later, biking, running marathons, and
lying planes. I think he always thought he
would get back to California sometime.
There is one last mountain worthy of mention—the faith mountain. His families on both
sides were strong in faith. The scientist in him

The Challenge Of A Contest
With two friends, at Pomona College
(Claremont, CA), he won a national mathematics award. The story of how the regional
post ofice opened to let them get their submission in the mail, in the wee hours, just in
the nick of time, was harrowing. Chris then
read his irst paper at a national meeting.
He chuckled that the math majors were very
upset about the idea of engineering students
winning the contest over them.
Transferring from Pomona College to Washington University for a richer engineering
program was the next step. Just before graduation his father died of a heart valve infection at the age of almost 51. For a few days,
we had not been able to ind Chris to let him
know. He was on a hiking trip in the Smoky
Mountains. His love of the outdoors is part of
his legend.
Applying to grad school, Chris called to
moan that he did not make two schools —
his least favorite, so he was sure he wouldn’t
make Stanford University, his irst choice.
His next call was to say he had.
There he excelled, even bringing in grant
money to Stanford as a student. The rest is
history.
The textbook, the granting position with
NIH, Penn State, Stanford and Columbia, I
always thought he was doing Nobel Prize
quality work. But that is a mother speaking.
They are usually guilty of hyperbole and bias.
How do we explain people like Chris Jacobs, who excel?
Is it genes? His parents were doctors. His
father put him in a very heady academic

As an adult, Chris never stopped his endless search
for scientiic knowledge.

held him back from faith for a long time. But
before he died, he went up this one last mountain. Witnesses say, that at that time, (like
Moses on Mt. Sinai) his face shone going
there. So, his families, his beautiful wife and
baby child, mom, uncles, aunts and brother
can take comfort in his being in a better place
now, one that is free of pain and suffering.
I don’t know how to explain the wonderful
phenomenon that was Christopher Jacobs. But
as the chief of the engineering department at
Stanford told me at his graduation, “It sure
has been amazing fun to watch him go.”
Dr. Roberta Gilbert is a psychiatrist and
Distinguished Retired faculty member of the
Bowen Center for the Study of the Family,
(formerly Georgetown University Family Center).
The John Knox Village resident is a published
author of several books on the Bowen Theory,
therapy and leadership, and continues to teach
master classes for leaders and therapists
nationally. Dr. Gilbert engages in writing,
music, travel, friends and community activities.

Tony Award Winning Singing Actor Levi Kreis
To Appear At NSU Performance Theater
J
ohn Knox Village and ArtSage Alliance
partner, The Venetian Arts Society (VAS),
have announced that TONY Award-winning
Actor/Singer Levi Kreis will appear in concert
on Oct. 25 at 7 p.m. in the NSU Performance
Theater.
Kreis won the 2010 TONY Award for Best
Featured Actor in a Musical for his role as
Jerry Lee Lewis in Broadway’s TONY nominated musical “Million Dollar Quartet.”
VAS Executive Director William Riddle told
The Gazette that Kreis is a singer-songwriter
and actor whose mesmerizing live performances are often described as Harry Connick
Jr. meets Hugh Jackman.
“His piano is an appendage that requires no
effort.” Riddle said. “His southern humor will
charm you and his vulnerability will move
you.”
Riddle explained that VAS has formed a
partnership with Nova Southeastern University
(NSU) and JKV named The ArtSage Alliance; a multi-generational/multi-cultural ine

arts program. “The goal is to synthesize the
total artistic, social and educational experience
and to enrich the individual lives of all in our
community through meaningful and purposeful artistic presentations.” Riddle said. “The
presentations evoke the vibrancy, energy and
sheer productivity that result when people of
all ages come together, to create a world class
artist series to further unify our community.”
The Oct. 25 Levi Kreis performance will
begin with a reception at 6 p.m. followed by
the Salon Concert at 7 p.m.
Tickets for VAS members are $35, general
public admission is $50. JKV has a number of
complimentary tickets for outside guests.
Stay after the performance to enjoy champagne and dessert and to meet Levi. The
concert will take place at the Performance Theater/Don Taft University Center, 3301 College
Avenue, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314. Complimentary valet parking.
Call the JKV Marketing Department at (954)
783-4040 for reservations.
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Art Museum Launches New Season
60 Years Of Collecting Lets Patrons Remember To React

Emily McCrater
Communications and Public
Relations Manager, NSU Art
Museum Fort Lauderdale

S

eptember
launches an
exciting new
season of exhibitions and events
at NSU Art

Museum Fort Lauderdale.
In partnership with John Knox Village and
in celebration of its 60th anniversary, the Art
Museum is presenting its irst comprehensive
installation of the acclaimed permanent collection in “Remember to React: 60 Years of Collecting.” The expansive exhibition will occupy
more than 28,000 square-feet of galleries and
will open to the public in two phases on Sept. 9
and Nov. 18.
Connecting a variety of global art traditions,
as well as historic and contemporary periods,
the exhibition will also trace the collection’s
growth from its origins to today. “Remember to
React” is curated by Bonnie Clearwater, NSU
Art Museum’s Director and Chief Curator, and
Barbara Buhler Lynes, Ph.D., the Museum’s
Sunny Kaufman Senior Curator, along with
consulting curators.
The exhibition takes its title from a recent
acquisition to the collection by contemporary
artist Jenny Holzer that uses the words “Remember to React” as a means of prompting
viewers into action.
The exhibition similarly asks viewers to
respond actively to the works on view, as well
as to the world around them. Featured will
be works by artists from Africa, artists of the

Elaine de Kooning, Double Portrait of Selima Stavola, courtesy of Anthony R. Stavola and
Claire Hunter in loving memory of their mother Selima, ©Elaine de Kooning Trust.

Mexican Revolution (including Frida Kahlo
and Diego Rivera), artists who reacted to World
War II, American and European geometric abstract artists, post-World War II Italian abstract
artists, and renowned pop and contemporary
artists. Among the selections included in the
exhibition’s irst phase opening Sept. 9 will
be ceramics by Pablo Picasso and artists from
Cuba and Europe.
“Remember to React: 60 Years of Collecting”
is sponsored by the David and Francie Horvitz
Family Foundation and Funding Arts Broward.
Be sure to also mark your calendar for the
much-anticipated Oct. 20 opening of the exhibition, “William Glackens and Pierre-Auguste
Renoir: Afinities and Distinctions.”

September Event Highlights:
• Free First Thursdays Starry Nights:
Thursday, Sept. 6
• The Art of Wine and Food Series –
Colors of Fall: Thursday, Sept. 6
• Creativity Exploration – Mindful
Mandala: Saturday, Sept. 8
• Art Roundtable – Artist Emilio Martinez:
Tuesday, Sept. 18, noon – 1:30 p.m.
For more information about these, or other
upcoming events, visit nsuartmuseum.org or
call (954) 525-5500.

From Those Who Have Much, Much Is Expected
For Those Who Have Nothing, A Litle Is A Lot
“Men often hate each other because they fear each other.
They fear each other because they don’t know each other.
They don’t know each other because they cannot communicate.”
Burn Loefke
Gazette Contributor

W

It has been said that “The Role of a Leader Is to Keep Hope Alive.”
We can be those leaders.

– Martin Luther King, Jr.

hat is H.O.T? Helping Others
Today (H.O.T.) is our family’s
charitable organization that helps people
all over the world. H.O.T. was created as
a not-for-proit initiative established by
me and my children, Marc and Kristina.
As a grassroots effort, H.O.T. seeks to
foster meaningful relationships using
medical and educational tools.

Mission To El Salvador
Central America is on the top of the list
of those we help. Why Central America?

Burn Loeffke

1. Outside of active wars (Afghanistan, Iraq and Syria), this region is one
of the most violent areas in the world.
Desperation is caused by violence, loss
of jobs, lack of education and many are
homeless.

2. El Salvador is now the murder
capital of the world. Because of this distinction hundreds are crossing
U.S. borders illegally to escape homelessness, poverty and violence.
3. What can we do? H.O.T. is helping “Food for The Poor,” a South
Florida organization building homes for the homeless. In February 2019,
our organization plans to travel to El Salvador to help in the construction
of habitable homes. Thirteen or more homes make a village. When we
complete 13 or more homes, we build a well and a community center.
Our goal is to provide a roof over their head, provide drinking water
and teach a skill to bring the hopeless out of poverty. We use colored
picture books to teach children who then teach the parents. A major
component of our efforts is to teach children, to teach the parents preventative medicine.
You can get involved. For several years, private citizens have been
contributing to this effort. You can join us this coming February. We will
teach you on our way to El Salvador, so you can be a teacher to poor
youngsters. Call Chris Wallace at Food for the Poor (954) 427-2222 ext.
6300 for more information.

Top photo shows an old home for a Central American family. Lower
photo is an example of a new home built through the efforts of H.O.T.
Burn Loeffke, a retired military oficer, has been wounded, survived
two parachute malfunctions and two helicopter crashes in combat.
As a captain in his 20s, he was an Army swimming champion.
As a colonel in his 40s, he participated in a military decathlon in Russia.
As a general in his 50s, he ran three marathons in China. He has been
an advisor to the President’s Council on Physical Fitness.
As a senior, he starts each day at Hollywood Beach, FL with 200
crunches, 10 minutes of stretching and then, with Dr. Carmen Queral,
they sprint one-minute dashes with 30 seconds of rest in between.
They inish with 10-20 second dashes with 10 squats in between.

Technology
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A Bitcoin Primer: What Is Cryptocurrency?
Dr. Michael Featherstone
Gazette Contributor

I

n the past year,
one of the most
frequent questions I received
from my students
and colleagues at
Jacksonville State
University was:
“What the heck is a
bitcoin?” I usually
start my answer by
describing what it
isn’t. Despite its
name, it deinitely
Dr. Michael Featherstone is not a coin.
So, if it’s not a
coin, what is it? That is both an easy and yet
complex question. The short answer is it’s
simply a computer program – not unlike Microsoft’s Word or Excel programs – or the software that delivers your e-mail or for that matter
the applications you use on your smartphone.
Bitcoin is “code,” and fairly simple code at
that. The original bitcoin program was a relatively scant 12,222 lines long. By comparison,
Microsoft Ofice is estimated to have in excess
of 44 Million lines of code and Facebook contains over 62 million lines.
No one knows who actually authored the program. It was written by an anonymous person
(or persons) who used the pseudonym “Satoshi
Nakamoto.” It was introduced in 2008 in an
article entitled “Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System,” published on an Internet
website frequented by computer geeks whose
primary interest was cryptography – you know,
“secret codes.”

Digital Money
Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer (sort of like personto-person) electronic cash system, only the
person selling something may never know the
identity of the person buying that something
and vice versa. So, it is an anonymous electronic payment system and the irst example
of a growing category of currency now called
“cryptocurrency” or “digital currency.” Some

Cryptocurrency, or bitcoins, are not physical pieces of money like dimes, quarters and dollar bills,
but rather a form of “inancial exchange” for goods or services via the Internet.

say it represents the future of money.
The program was launched in early 2009,
but the irst transaction didn’t occur until 2010,
when (famously amongst the computer literati)
Laszlo Hanyecz of Jacksonville, FL purchased
two pizzas for only 10,000 bitcoins. Using today’s valuation, those pizzas would cost about
$75 million. But in 2010, a single bitcoin was
worth $.008. It was a dificult transaction in
2010 and it would still be relatively dificult today, because so few retailers accept them. Not
only can it be challenging to spend bitcoins,
but it can be a bit of a challenge even to acquire
them.
There are basically three ways in which bitcoins can be acquired. First and least practical,
from an individual standpoint, is a process referred to as “mining.” It is a complex endeavor
involving vast amounts of computing power.
Just scratch that idea off the list.
Second is to acquire them in an online currency exchange. This is much easier today
than it was even a year ago. It does, however,
require a modicum of computer skill and the
courage to give up a great deal of personal
information (not to mention whatever cash you
intend to speculate with) to an online currency
exchange site, which might unregulated, and
could be located anywhere in the world.
The third is for you to accept them in a personal business exchange or inancial transaction, just like Jeremy Sturdivant did when he

accepted Mr. Hanyecz’s bitcoins in exchange
for pizzas.
What has been responsible for the dramatic
rise in the value of bitcoin since its pizza parlor
premiere? Part of the reason is the simplicity
and genius of the program that underlies bitcoin. It allows for complete transparency, while
at the same time guaranteeing the anonymity of
transaction participants. It allows transactions
without any oversight from a “trusted thirdparty” such as banks or even governments.
And it is virtually invulnerable to any external
hacking or tampering. It is an inviolable form
of ledger or database now referred to as the
“Blockchain.” That may be why so many large
corporations like IBM, Visa, and Quest Diagnostics are much more interested in bitcoin’s
underlying code and its business applications,
than in bitcoins themselves.
Dr. Featherstone is recently retired as a Professor
of e-Commerce at Jacksonville State University.
Formerly he was Associate Director of IPTM
at the University of North Florida in Jacksonville, FL, was founder and President of Software
Research Corporation, CEO of Advanced Training Technologies Corporation, and completed his
business career as a Manager at the IBM e-Business Innovation Center in Atlanta. He now lives
an active, contented life in John Knox Village with
the love of his life, Barbara Ellen Morningstar.

Try This Tip If Your iPhone Or iPad Does Not Charge

I

s it time to buy
a new Apple
Gazette Contributor
iPhone product?
No. Wait until
this month: That
is when the new
products will be
announced, and
current phones
will come down in
price.
But what to do
if suddenly, your
iPhone or iPad no
longer charges?
You plug it in
overnight to electricity, come back
Maurice Scaglione
the next morning
and no power.
Before you make a trip to the Apple store for
a replacement device, the “quick ix” might
actually be something quite simple.
First, make sure you’re using the original
power module from Apple. You would not
know this, but the power plug at the bottom of
the device is a magnet for lint and fuzz.
Do you put your phone in a pocket or in a
purse? Believe it or not, the lightning port
– this is what the electrical port you use for
charging is called – attracts lint from your
pocket or purse. Before you decide it’s time
to go buy a new device let’s try a little fuzz
cleaning.
Maurice Scaglione

Clean The Charging Port
Fully shut down the device and go to the
kitchen. Find a very thin or lat toothpick – not
the big round ones. Turn your iPhone over and
look at the lightning port. Very gently put the
toothpick inside until it stops (about a quarter

inch). Gently slide the toothpick to the other
side and then pull it out on an angle. Did you
get any lint or fuzz? If so, do it again in the
other direction.
After doing this, gently blow into the port to
remove any fuzz or lint lingering in it. Now
plug the device in and see if it starts to charge.
If so, your problem is ixed. You may want
to clean the lightning (charging) port every 6
months or so. It depends on how often you put
the device in a pocket illed with lint or dust.
If you decide that it is time to buy a new
Apple product and cannot wait for the new
product announcements and price cuts, here is
a cost saving secret.
On a computer go to the Apple refurbished
page by typing into Google: “Apple refurbished.” Make sure you select the real Apple.
com page for refurbs. Everything sold here
from Apple has the same full warranty, but
you save anywhere from two to 10 percent.

If your iPhone does not charge, try cleaning
the lightning (charging) port.
Maurice Scaglione is a 25-year veteran of the
computer industry. He runs Stupid Computers,
LLC (954-302-3011) offering personal computer
training in home or ofice. He resolves problems
and instructs on the use of computers, smart
phones and tablets such as iPhone, Android,
iPad etc. You are welcome to send your questions
to him at stupidcomputersllc@gmail.com and
will attempt to include answers in future articles.

Answers to Crossword Puzzle on Page 5 and Sudoku on Page 8.
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The Red Sole Of Fashion
I think shoes are a
communications tool.

famed shoe designer Charles Jourdan, then
for the man who claimed to have invented
the stiletto heel, Roger Vivier. He also free– Christian Louboutin lanced his design work at Chanel and Yves St.
Laurent, before launching his own company
in Paris. The success of his iconic red soles
hristian LoubouNona Smith
helped him expanded into women’s handbags
tin’s trademark
Gazette Contributor
glossy red soled shoes and men’s shoes. Recently Louboutin introcommunicate volumes duced his lipstick, perfume and, of course,
nail polish lines.
about the wearer, mainly that you can afford
shoes upwards of $500 a pair and that you are
An Illustrious Fan Club
wearing shoes that are an undisputed stamp of
Princess Caroline of Monaco and Sarah
the fashionista.
Launched in 1991 as a luxury shoes compa- Jessica Parker of “Sex and The City” fame
ny, it wasn’t until 1993 that the shoes acquired helped popularize the Louboutin brand to the
point where presidents’ wives, award-winning
their distinctive (now under copyright) red
actresses and society women of means have
soles. The legend goes Louboutin had deall locked to his shoes stores. Gwyneth Palsigned a pair of shoes using an Andy Warhol
painting of lowers as inspiration. He liked the trow even ordered baby Louboutins for her
look of the shoes but felt the black soles didn’t Goop Website.
go with the lora-covered uppers. An assistant
Shoe Envy
was sitting nearby painting her nails bright
Most women of every age love shoes.
red. Louboutin grabbed the nail polish bottle
According
to Consumer Reports, we own
and painted the shoe soles red.
an average of 13 pairs. But shoes don’t love
“I thought ‘Oh my God! Red soles are so
lirtatious,’ and my customers asked me not to women of every age. In fact, the older our
stop,” he told Footwear News. And that is how feet get, the less comfortable shoes of fashion
an international multi-million-dollar company become. Most of us refuse to be relegated
gained its footing in the world of high fashion! to the Frankenstein look of “comfort” shoe
– after all who wants to look like a monster
Early Years
clumping along in ugly shoes?
We still want to look elegant and sexy shoeChristian was born in France in 1963, and
wise, no matter how old we are. Some manuirst started dreaming up fantastical footwear
facturers have tried to combine fashion and
in his early teens. He was expelled from
comfort for the feet that we ruined by wearing
school at age 16 and started working for
stilettoes in our youth, with some success.
For instance, after Nike acquired Cole
Louboutin shoes are
Haan shoes, they put Zoom Air technology
fashioned in many
into high heels, hoping to create the perfect
styles and colors.
hybrid. I bought a pair of the Huarache style
Every pair however
high heel shoes and after they were broken in
features the signature
red sole.
for about 10 years, I can wear them for about
30 minutes before the pain sets in.
Dr. Taryn Rose, trained as an orthopedic
surgeon, claims to design shoes for the structure of the foot. Her shoes are comfortable
but not sexy and as one woman pointed out,
“They are shoes, not a mattress.”

C

Model Gisele Bündchen wearing a pair
of Louboutin high heels. Shutterstock photo.

There are still some older women who
continue to squeeze their misshapen feet into
Louboutin or Manolo Blahnik shoes, but tuck
foot blister medicine and corn pads into their
Louboutin handbags. More power to them.
They are my heroines.

Move-in Ready Village Towers Flamingo Model Home
Ofers An Exceptional Location
his exceptionally designed Flamingo model apartment
home relects taste, economy and style. Just like the tropical pink bird that inspired this model home’s name, the featured 1 bedroom and 1 bath deluxe apartment is a showplace
of colorful Florida style. Plan to tour this Flamingo home,
experience the special ambiance of the Village and then enjoy a
complimentary meal in our Palm Bistro.

T

Flamingo Model Features:
• Expansive living area with full-length high-impact
sliding glass doors leading to screened balcony (only
apartment building in the Village with open-outdoor
loor plans)
• Northern exposure looking over rich, lushly
landscaped grounds
• Lahaina Brown laminate looring throughout
• Taj Mahal Pearl kitchen and bathroom countertops
• Cinnamon Maple kitchen cabinets
• Comfortable patio-balcony areas providing ease of
outdoor entertaining
• Large bedroom with high-impact slider leading to
oversized balcony
• Glass enclosed shower with hand-held shower head
option
• Crown molding throughout
• Great walk-in closet with custom shelving
• Easy elevator access
• Stackable washer-dryer
• Exclusive John Knox Village Platinum upgrades
As a JKV resident, you’ll enjoy the carefree lifestyle that
comes with a comprehensive long-term care insurance policy,
unlimited use of the Rejuvenate Spa & Salon,
Fitness Studio, Palm Bistro, heated pool and more.
Call (954) 783-4040 to speak with a Life Plan Counselor.

web JohnKnoxVillage.com
JohnKnoxVillage

Enjoy the economy and convenience of the Flamingo model apartment home.

The Flamingo:
1 Bedroom / 1 Bath
790 Sq. Ft.

